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fV Semester M.Com. (CBCS) Examination, July _ 2}lg

SECTION - A
l' Answer any seven questions out of ten. Each question carries two marks.

(a) Define Counter Party Risk. 7x2=L4
(b) What is Arbitration ?
(c) Define Cartels.
(d) What are Customised Contracts ?
(e) What is Electronic Spot cxchange ?
(f) What do you mcan by term Speculation ? _
(g) What is meant by Margin Trading ?
(h) Mention two regulations .r sEBI by commodity derivative trading. =-(i) What is quantity Ireezc ?
U) Define Mark to Market (MTM).
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Ln Describe the features of Multi Commodity
and explain the ihitiativcs-takcn-by it.
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five marks.
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option trading.
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What do you understand by
can Hedging bc optimiscd ?

Hedging ? Explain long and short hedging. How
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SECTION - B

Answer any four qucstions out of six. Each question carries
Explain the functions of commodity cxchanges in commodity

Explain the role of Spice Board in euality Control.
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5.
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What risks are faced in storage of commodities ?

Explain the functions of warehouse of India.
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sEcrloN-c : $-.;-..r.-r ;Answer any three qucstions out of flve. Each question carries t 
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E' what are Margins ? Describe the different types of margin ,"n"iror#;:t:=*the purpose of risk management in commodity markets.
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ExplaiilTEF?ole;playe{ by. FeEd.cbgpSlation of India.
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what is Grading ? Explain thc Grading Techniques .,"lolo' Caril!ffiffi,rRice, Gold, Aluminium. 
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Explain the services olfered by Rubbcr Board of India.

warehouses is facil i tating the
Explain thc role
commodities.
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